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New Advancements in Automation

In a Capital One 2017 work
environment survey, employees
prioritized daylight, well appointed
space, flexibility and collaborative
spaces most highly.

Glass and opaque movable walls have become a vital component of our built environment in meeting
these needs, and ease of use is critical. To facilitate easily configuring these movable walls, automation
is becoming commonplace. Today, 10% of all movable walls are automated. By 2025, it is estimated
that 25% will be automated.

Benefits of Automated Wall Systems









Increase safety and security
Reduce overhead and labor costs
Properly set up
Reduce repetitive tasks and human error
Minimal training required
Improving the customer experience
Reduce damage to surrounding
construction
Improved safety

Types of Automated Wall Systems
A range in the level of automation is available to the designer, to satisfy your project’s specific needs.

Semi-Automated Panels
These systems use motorized seals, electric blinds, or dual key switches to conveniently extend or
retract wall to desired location. They provide error proof set-up with minimal physical interaction. The
internal electric blinds provide the option of privacy or transparency, depending on the current needs of
the space.
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The Modernfold Acousti-Clear glass wall system provides excellent sound separation with 45 STC, as well
as privacy when desired, through the deployment of electric blinds.

Fully Automated Walls
A fully automated wall system is typically either a continuously hinged panel system or individually
motorized self-driving panels.
Continuously Hinged Automated Wall Systems
Modernfold offers the following continuously hinged
systems, which run along the center of a straight track.
Acousti-Seal® Encore® Automated
Automated panels are connected together in a train,
automatically extending as one complete unit by a simple
push of a touchpad. Modernfold’s Acousti-Seal® Encore®
Automated partitions facilitate quick setup time and
provide efficient and convenient separation. Automated
operation provides automatic setup without the need for
manually moving the partitions into place.
Acousti-Seal® Encore® Automated #20
When you require the same great features and benefits of Acousti-Seal® Encore® Automated but
require your wall to be up to 40’ tall, Acousti-Seal® Encore® Automated #20 provides push button
operation on the grandest scale.
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Acousti-Seal® 933E
Acousti-Seal® 933E continuously hinged panels are connected in a train, extending as one complete unit
by a key switch for straight-line openings for operating convenience.
The chart below provides detailed information on the various Modernfold continuously hinged systems.
ACOUSTISEAL®
MODEL

ENCORE
AUTOMATED

ENCORE
AUTOMATED #20

933E

Acoustics STC

56, 54, 52

56, 54, 52

52, 50, 47, 45, 41, 28

Panel
Thickness Nominal

4.25" (108 mm)

4.25" (108 mm)

3" (76 mm)

Continuously Hinged
Electric

Continuously Hinged
Electric

Continuously Hinged
Electric

Roll Formed & Welded
16 Gage Steel

Roll Formed & Welded
16 Gage Steel

Roll Formed &
Welded 16 Gage
Steel

Vinyl, Heavy Duty
Vinyl, Carpet, Fabric,
Customers Own
Material, Full Height
Marker/Tack Board,
Uncovered

Vinyl, Heavy Duty
Vinyl, Carpet, Fabric,
Customers Own
Material, Full Height
Marker/Tack Board,
Uncovered

Vinyl, Heavy Duty
Vinyl, Carpet, Fabric,
Customers Own
Material, Full Height
Marker/Tack Board,
Plastic Laminate,
Wood Veneer,
Uncovered

Skin/Face
Options

Steel

Steel

Steel, MDF Board

Maximum
Opening
Width

133'-9" (single); 267'0" (pair)(40767 mm;
81382 mm)

235'-9" (single); 471'0" (pair)(71857 mm;
143561 mm)

164'-11" (single);
329'-7" (pair)(50267
mm; 100457 mm)

Maximum
Height

24' (7315 mm)

40' (12192 mm)

28' (8534 mm)

Operation

Frame

Finish
Options
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ACOUSTISEAL®
MODEL

Hanging
Weight
(lbs/sq.ft.) STC
Dependent

Track Options

Pass Door
Selection

Top/Bottom
Seals

ENCORE
AUTOMATED

ENCORE
AUTOMATED #20

933E

8 to 12

8 to 12

6 to 11

#14, #30

#20

#14, #30

Single Matching
Construction

Single Matching
Construction

Single Matching
Construction

Top: Automatic
Bottom: Sureset 2"
Automatic: Sureset 2"
& 4" Touch Seal

Top: Automatic
Bottom: Sureset 2"
Automatic: Sureset 2"
& 4" Touch Seal

Top: Fixed Sweep
Bottom: 2" Automatic
Floating Seal

Automated Self-Driving Panel Systems
In 2018, Modernfold introduced the revolutionary new automated system called ComfortDrive. Each
Compactline glass wall panel in this system has its own motor on one of its trollies, and with the touch of
a button, the system can be set up in a variety of pre-programmed layouts. Moving at 30 ft/minute, the
system quickly and reliably sets up as you desire.

Single push button operation via a user-friendly
touchpad, panels automatically extend or retract to
desired location. Numerous safety features
required including: safety mats, safety nose, motion
monitoring system, UL® 325 safety certification
which allow users to simply push touchpad button
to operate panels
The next iterations of the system will incorporate
Modernfold’s Acousti-Clear STC 45 glass wall system
and various opaque panel systems.
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Where can Movable Walls influence the efficiency of space?
Convention Center
While only representing about 5% of operable
walls sold, these installations require tall panels
and large square footage of panels. These
installations also require superior acoustical
control with not only high STC (sound
transmission class) requirements but also helping
to address NRC (noise reduction coefficient)
concerns.

The Powers Products and Modernfold team installing
38’ tall panels in the Gaylord Hotel near DIA.

Restaurant/Brewery/Distillery
Both glass and opaque operable wall systems are being used to create additional revenue through
private room rentals in restaurants,
breweries and distilleries.

The photo above shows the Modernfold
Acousti-Clear in the Archetype Distillery
on South Broadway.
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Corporative Office
From simply dividing a conference room or glass storefront options to office spaces, operable walls are
becoming the focal point aesthetically within a corporate office space as well as providing an acoustical
separation.

Hospitality
Dividing a hotel ballroom has always been a staple for using an operable wall. However dividing
restaurant spaces for private dining opportunities or creating intimate meeting rooms for smaller scale
functions, can help a hotelier increase bottom line profits.

The Maven Hotel (above) and Jacquard
Hotel (right) are two local examples of
Modernfold solutions for meeting space
separation.
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Education
In educational environments, operable walls can be used as acoustical separation for libraries and
classrooms and offer the flexibility to reconfigure the spaces for increased or decreased student count.
These wall systems can also provide consistent site lines between cafeterias and general spaces as well
as classroom and community areas. Some operable walls can also provide instant privacy in the
classroom areas as a safety element when in a lockdown situation.

The solution to the right is an
outstanding example of excellent
sound separation (45 STC), usability
with the marker boards, and provision
of both daylight and privacy with the
motorized operable blinds on the full
height glass panels.
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